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Hard Core , Jennifer Lowery, 2012, , 244 pages. He takes lives. She saves them. A supposedly
hassle-free job for mercenary Cristian Slade becomes a mission of mercy when he saves a life
instead of taking one. Slade's new ....

Plundered for Pleasure (Medieval Fantasy Erotic Romance / BDSM Erotica), Georgina Sand, Sep
16, 2012, Fiction, 45 pages. What kind of price would you have to pay, if you plundered two women
at once? Would it be something simple like money, or would it be much more costly than that?
Gabriel is one ....

The Billionaire's Assistant Part 11: Velvet Heat (A Billionaire Erotic Romance / BDSM Erotica),
Georgina Sand, May 16, 2013, Fiction, 65 pages. Corey is personal executive assistant to billionaire
Lucas Hain. Lucas, a take-charge alpha male, has secret motives for wanting Corey to work for
himÐ²Ð‚Â¦and for her to warm his ....

Seduced in Paris (Confessions Travel Erotica / BDSM Erotica), Georgina Sand, 2012, Fiction, 65
pages. Rachel WoodrowÐ²Ð‚â„¢s job requires her to travel a lot, to exotic places that many people
have only dreamt about. She's a strong, sexy, single woman who brings home a big paycheck ....

The Bootleg Billionaire: Reawakening A Contemporary Erotic Romance, Georgina Sand, Oct 26,
2013, Fiction, 65 pages. Hannah Montgomery runs a dog rescue at the foot of the Grand Tetons
and has settled for lukewarm passion with her boyfriend, the town veterinarian. That is, until Matt ....

Trouble, Toys & Tempting Cowboys , Jennifer LaRose, Jan 6, 2012, Fiction, . Tiffany Stoler enjoys
selling sex toys, but demonstrating them unexpectedly for a bunch of cowboys at a bachelor party
puts her on edge. To calm her frazzled nerves, she gulps ....

The Billionaires Assistant Part 6: Kink Potion 69 (A Billionaire Erotic Romance / BDSM Erotica),
Georgina Sand, Dec 28, 2012, Fiction, 65 pages. Corey is personal executive assistant to billionaire
Lucas Hain. Lucas, a take-charge alpha male, has secret motives for wanting Corey to work for
him...and for her to warm his ....

The Billionaires Assistant Part 2: On Top (A Billionaire Erotic Romance / BDSM Erotica), Georgina
Sand, Oct 1, 2012, Fiction, 65 pages. The BillionaireÐ²Ð‚â„¢s New Assistant: Part 6 -- a ~12,000
word erotic romance intended for those who like wicked hot, scandalous and sometimes kinky
stories that make you feel like ....

A New Toy for the Billionaire's Assistant: Part 3 (A Billionaire Erotic Romance / BDSM Erotica),
Georgina Sand, Oct 15, 2012, Fiction, 65 pages. A New Toy for the BillionaireÐ²Ð‚â„¢s Assistant:
Part 3 -- a ~10,000 word erotic romance intended for those who like wicked hot, scandalous and
sometimes kinky stories that make you ....

The Cyprian: Captured (A Hot Historical Romance / Regency Romance), Georgina Sand, Jun 20,
2013, Fiction, 85 pages. The Cyprian Part One -- the first part in a turbulent three-part historical
romance where passions are unleashed and shameless desires are set
ablazeÐ“ÑžÐ²â€šÂ¬Ð’Â¦Sarah Grayson is the ....

The Billionaire's New Assistant: Part 1 (A Billionaire Erotic Romance / BDSM Erotica), Georgina
Sand, Sep 23, 2012, Fiction, 65 pages. The BillionaireÐ²Ð‚â„¢s New Assistant: Part 1 -- the first part
in the long-running series thatÐ²Ð‚â„¢s a little fantasy, a little contemporary, a little billionaire and hot
as hades ....

Black Lace Quickies: More Sex Toys A collection of erotic short stories, Lori Perkins, Aug 29, 2013,

http://kgarch.org/ILpEVc


Fiction, 128 pages. Because sometimes a hot partner just isn't enough. In November 2012 we
brought you Quickies: Sex Toys, a deliciously erotic collection of kinky play stories. But our Black
Lace ....

The Bootleg Billionaire: Sex Kitten A Contemporary Erotic Romance, Georgina Sand, Jun 5, 2013,
Fiction, 65 pages. When good girls go bad, theyÐ²Ð‚â„¢re gone foreverÐ²Ð‚Â¦but when they go with
him, theyÐ²Ð‚â„¢re gone for the betterÐ²Ð‚Â¦ The Bootleg Billionaire Volume 2: Sex Kitten -- the
second part in a four ....

The Billionaires Assistant Part 5: Breeding Protocol (A Billionaire Erotic Romance / BDSM Erotica),
Georgina Sand, Nov 23, 2012, Fiction, 65 pages. The BillionaireÐ²Ð‚â„¢s Assistant Breeding
Protocol: Part 5-- a ~12,000 word erotic romance intended for those who like wicked hot,
scandalous and sometimes kinky stories that make ....

Rachel Woodrowâ€™s job requires her to travel a lot, to exotic places that many people have only
dreamt about. Loneliness isnâ€™t an option and so, on her travels, she test-drives the men whom
she fancies while still maintaining a few basic rules regarding passion and sex. But when she
encounters two French men in Paris who have little respect for the rules, she discovers that
sometimes, breaking the rules can be worth the intense pleasure that is sure to resultâ€¦
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By night, however, itâ€™s an entirely different storyâ€”she ditches the flat shoes and business suit,
and cuddles up with her laptop and a glass of wine to write stories that are wicked hot and
sometimes kinky, but always inventive and full of emotion .  She adores sensuality, high heels and
travel; and her dearest wish is to make her readers purr and feel like theyâ€™re there, in the story,
experiencing it themselves.

When her company sends her to Venice, Italy to chat up existing and potential clients, she resigns
herself to a week of complete boredom--until she meets Antonio, a follower of Bacchus.  Antonio
brings her to a masquerade thatâ€™s anything but boring.  In fact, she discovers that despite all of
her experiences, sheâ€™s still a virgin of sorts, when Antonio introduces her to the ways of a wild
Bacchanalian orgy where anything goesâ€¦
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The Billionaires New Assistant Part 1 the first part in the longrunning series thats a little fantasy, a
little contemporary, a little billionaire and hot as hades Corey is a smart girl who just needs someone



to give her a break. When she interviews with billionaire Lucas Hain, she discovers a virile, arrogant
man who might be the most intriguing alpha male shes ever met. She knows that this is the chance
shes been waiting forand decides shell do whatever it takes to get the offer. Lucas Hain is a playboy
with money, looks, all the women he wants and the respect of his colleagues; but he hasnt found the
personal executive assistant hes been looking for, despite a dozen interviews. It only takes a single
conversation with Corey, however, to convince him that hes finally found the right one. But when
Corey accepts the job offer and reports for her first day of work, she stumbles across Mr. Hains daily
standup meeting and gets the hottest surprise of her life. Businessasusual at Hain Enterprises, she
reali

Submissive Pleasures a trio of medieval fantasy erotic delights Read the first episode in the series,
Plundered for Pleasure A virile and masterful man with a great appreciation for women, Gabriel is
returning from one of the more difficult tasks hes been given and chances upon two women kissing
in a pool. He takes control of the situation and joins them, not suspecting the trouble hes about to
discover in the form of a slender female with a very wicked talent. This story is a sensual, sexy
8,500 clothingoptional romp through the woods for adults everywhere

The Billionaires Assistant on Top Part 2 the second part in the longrunning series thats a little
fantasy, a little contemporary, a little billionaire and hot as hades Corey is on the top of the world,
and also at the top of the Hain Building where she works as a personal executive assistant to
billionaire Lucas Hain. New to the job, she performs the tasks that he gives her and does her best to
impress her new boss, a takecharge alpha male whom she longs to surrender to and instinctively
knows can take her to her sexual edge. But she also discovers that Lucas is a man of mystery, with
secrets that hint at a grim past and suggest hes far more vulnerable than anyone realizes The
Billionaire's Assistant On Top Part 2 is a 12,000 word erotic romance intended for those who like
wicked hot, scandalous and sometimes kinky stories that make you feel like youre there,
experiencing it yourself This story is part of the The Dominators series. It can be read as a
standalone novel or in any order with the series. The p

A New Toy for the Billionaires New Assistant Part 3 the third part in the longrunning series thats a
little fantasy, a little contemporary, a little billionaire and hot as hades Corey is personal executive
assistant to billionaire Lucas Hain. Lucas, a takecharge alpha male who has very firm ideas on how
he expects his new employee to behave, is teaching Corey how to please him on the job and off.
But when Corey lets her curiosity get the better of her and breaks Lucass rules, he gives her a
lesson in discipline she wont soon forgetand she discovers a few surprising things about the
pleasures that a strong male hand can arouse A New Toy for the Billionaires Assistant is a 12,000
word erotic romance intended for those who like wicked hot, scandalous and sometimes kinky
stories that make you feel like youre there, experiencing it yourself This story is part of the The
Dominators series. It can be read as a standalone novel or in any order with the series. The
publishing order of the series is as follows The

Submissive Pleasures a trio of medieval fantasy erotic delights Read the third episode in the series,
Pleasuring a Princess Once, in a land far away, lived an angry, selfish old king with one beautiful
daughter. It was a land where all the kingdoms warred amongst each other, and the daughter grew
up knowing only strife and distress rather than love. Now, the daughter was tall and slender, with a
face the fairest in all the kingdoms; but her tongue didnt match her beauty and she became known
as having more thorns that the most prickly thistle plant. In desperation the King concocted a plan to
marry his daughter, but the man he picked for her husband was anything but what he claimed to be,
with eyes that could see straight through the princesss defenses and into her soul. This story is a
sensual, sexy 20,000 clothingoptional romp through the stable and castle for adults everywhere

The Billionaires Assistant Tied Up at Work Part 4 the fourth part in the longrunning series thats a
little fantasy, a little contemporary, a little billionaire and hot as hades Corey is personal executive
assistant to billionaire Lucas Hain. Lucas, a takecharge alpha male, makes full use of all of Coreys
administrative talents while also teaching her new skills in the bedroom. As they work and play
together, she slowly unravels the secrets of Lucass life and draws closer to the dark mystery that
sits at the core of who he is as a manand a lover. When he asks her to go with him to an exclusive



Founders Day costume celebration, she joins him in paying homage both to the founding of his
company and to sexy goldenera Hollywood stars. Surrounded by beautiful, uninhibited couples, she
learns that night life at Hain Enterprises has more in common with a riotous celebration of sex than
with corporate politics, and orgies are definitely in vogue The Billionaires Assistant Tied Up at Work
Part 4 is a 12,000 word ero
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